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I was lying on the couch reading a detective novel
when the thunderstorm rolled in.  Just a few days
earlier I had inspected the damage that had
occurred when a micro-burst storm hit our
Knowlton Hill Preserve on the Mansfield/Ashford
line.  Dozens of trees were down, including
several large oaks that were calling the surface of
the red and yellow trails their new home.  With
thoughts of that storm in my mind, I watched
from my indoor perch as the tops of the oaks in
our backyard swayed violently back and forth over
an arc of about 20 feet. Then it happened – for
about five seconds the wind direction shifted to
straight down, and all hell broke loose.  I heard a
cacophony of cracks and then watched as several
oak trees that had sprouted more than 100 years
ago landed in our yard with a sickening thud.
Then, two weeks later, storm Isaias came to town,
the most damaging of three wind events in
northeastern Connecticut over the course of less
than a month.

The reports of tree damage on Joshua’s Trust
properties started coming in from our regional
coordinators and property stewards almost
immediately after each of these storms.  A typical
report was of half a dozen or more trail blockages. 
For those properties where we didn’t receive a
report, we could only assume that there was
damage that we’d learn about over the coming
weeks.  There were snapped branches, snapped
trunks, and trees pulled out by the roots.  There
were trees on the ground and awkward “leaners”,
with some of them snapped off too high for us to
address. During their migration from a vertical
position to a horizontal position, the falling trees
typically brought some of their friends along for
the ride, resulting in a tangle of trunks, branches,
and broken detritus to deal with during the hottest
part of the summer. While most of these trees fell
on Joshua’s Trust land, some fell across our
boundaries onto abutting properties,which has
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GOOD  THINGS  ARE  
STILL  HAPPENING
by Paul Pribula

reprimanded. I needed to look around more carefully, locally. 
There are good people everywhere, and they are still doing good
things.

Our volunteers have continued to steward our properties, and
you can see the results of recent trail and bridge maintenance work
parties (distanced) at Bradley Buchanan and Church Farm. 
Response to the need for priority cleanup of trees downed by the
recent tropical storm was remarkably fast, thanks to the many
hours put in by volunteers armed with chainsaws.  Our staff has
adapted to the continuing workplace restrictions by working from
home, finding and addressing issues on our properties, and
carefully following distancing, tracking and sanitization
requirements when in the office.

Our Volunteer Coordinator and Stewardship Coordinator are also
working with the schools who have in the past provided student
volunteers for work parties, to develop transportation and field
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THANK YOU TO OUR COMMUNITY SPONSORS

I made the mistake of starting to write this
column shortly after listening to a news
program, and was possibly in an inappropriate
frame of mind.  Fortunately, after asking a
staff member to review my draft, I was

Volunteers out on a trail crew!

Shenipsit
Striders



I imagine that sometimes a mask or disposable glove may be dropped or accidentally fall out of a car when
coming in or leaving a trail. In any case, littler of any kind not only makes the area look unclean, but also
poses a risk to wildlife and water quality. According to BBC News, “Globally we are using 129 billion face
masks and 65 billion plastic gloves every month, according to some estimates. Divers and observers are
spotting more of this discarded waste floating underwater, causing problems for wildlife, and washing up
on shorelines all over the world.”

Nowadays you should always bring a mask along with you whenever you leave the house. On the trail, be
sure to put it on when you pass other hikers within 12 feet to be safe. I hope the Joshua’s Trust properties
bring our visitors a sense of peace amidst the chaos, but let’s make it a point to keep the forest litter free.

KEEPING  THE  TRAILS  CLEAN  
by Ada Snodgrass

Walking up to the Church Farm I’m excited for an early
morning hike before the rest of my day begins. As I park my
car, I look down and notice the fourth mask I’ve seen this
week. I use my work gloves to pick it up and put it in the small
trash bag I keep in my truck for litter. This is becoming a
common occurrence since the COVID-19 outbreak has
encouraged more visitors in outdoor rec spaces and trails.
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work safety protocols.  In the past years we’ve been hosting work parties with large numbers of students, but
for obvious reasons, we will be facilitating multiple “small batch” work parties that will be distributed over
multiple properties concurrently.  This will allow lower density transportation, greater spacing, and lower ratio
supervision. Please note that volunteers from the general public are welcome at these work parties, but you
must wear a mask, bring your own gloves, and if possible, please bring your own loppers. To find out when trail
crews are meeting, sign up to be a volunteer on our website at joshuastrust.org/volunteer.

One last positive: more people have been discovering our trails as an alternative to the crowds that have been
evident at state and town parks.  We’ve been fielding more feedback on our properties and trails, and there has
been a general uptick in communication from the community as we’ve become higher profile. Keep your eyes
open for announcements for a Pollinator webinar in September, and a virtual “Bat Walk” in October.  While the
virtual events miss some of the charms of in-person events, the positive features are that you don’t have to
travel to participate, and if you have a time conflict, you can still watch the recording of the event via YouTube.

I thank all of you – volunteers, donors, members and staff, for everything that you are continuing to do to keep
us going.  Please stay safe.

Trash found at Church Farm and
Chenes Roches Preserve. 

GOOD  THINGS  (CONTINUED)



things to be neat and orderly.  We walked Pigeon Swamp on one of the hottest days of the year and spent a rare
quiet few minutes looking at the marsh and wondering about the trees out there.  It seems so unlikely, but
lovely Elizabeth Couch connects to a trail that takes you to the Eagleville Dam.

We noticed some things that can really make a property.  Good rocks, for one.  We spent a while climbing up
the rock face and in and out of a cavelet at Dorothy Goodwin.  A river, certainly; Iron Mine’s shady babbling kept
us longer than we had planned.  Variation is interesting, too.  Knowlton Hill is four or five different ecosystems
all jammed into one. 

 It wasn’t all cattails and chipmunks.  I was asked at least once if hiking was supposed to be fun.  The right of
bugs to exist was called into question on numerous occasions.  But I was always glad we did it, sometimes just
because it was over.  

 Coronavirus left us grinding the same old rut every day, banging around the house together trying to check off
the same tasks requiring hours of screen time.  I looked forward to each JT outing for something new to see,
something else to talk about, the opportunity to drive somewhere to do something.  George looked forward to
the gas station ice cream cone I bought him when we finished the last walk.

To read a full version of this story, 

visit our blog at joshuastrust.org.

My 8-year-old son George and I recently finished walking 38
Joshua’s Trust properties- all of those that have a linked trail
map on JT’s website, plus Mason’s Mill.  We started the
project when Coronavirus shut down his school and my office
and cancelled everything we had planned.  We needed an
adventure that would take us afield, but not too far afield. 

Some preserves were especially fun. Church Farm’s twists and
turns led us to an old road and cliffs, climbing trees and a cool
bone to examine.  Utley was a hit, particularly if you like 

 
.

WANT TO SEE MORE OF JOSHUA'S TRUST?
Follow us on social media!

@joshuastrust @joshuas_trust @JoshuasTrust_ joshuastrust.org
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HIKING  ALL  THE  TRAILS  
by Maggie Ferron



ANNUAL  MEETING  RECAP

“Is everyone on?”  With that unusual question, Paul Pribula, Trust President, opened the 54th annual meeting. 
Instead of the usual crowd of 70-80 members enjoying a social time on a Saturday afternoon at one of our local
town halls, about 20 members were present virtually on Zoom. As a non-profit, the Trust is obligated to meet
annually to elect new Trustees and/or renew their terms.  Due to the pandemic, the governor’s executive order
gave non-profits the permission to meet virtually (before September 9). All three Trustees whose terms were up
were unanimously re-elected via a Zoom vote.  Marilyn Schreiber and Terry Wakeman will begin their 2nd 3-
year term, and John Hankins his first 3-year term.  The minutes from 2018’s annual meeting were approved by
¾’s of the participants as only those who attended last year were eligible to cast a vote. 

Michael Hveem, Executive Director, gave a nutshell review of the previous 18 months, of which the last six
months he characterized as being like a split personality.  In the first part (until March, 2020), we had over 400
volunteers, many of them local university students, working on our properties in various ways.  But, since
March, 2020, we have had to truly pivot and are even more dependent on community volunteers.  We have
done a lot of needed restoration work at the Grist Mill and the miller’s cottage, as well as at the Atwood
Farm.  After Michael’s presentation came the most anticipated part of the meeting – awards.  (The ceremonies
will take place at our next non-virtual meeting.) Charles McCaughtry, Jim Russel, Terry Wakeman and Gail
Bruhn each received awards.

Paul thanked Ann Dunnack and Carl Lindquist for their service as Trustees these past six years.  He also
thanked all the easement monitors, stewards and all the other volunteers who ensure that the Trust remains a
strong, permanent entity with a mission of preserving our land for the generations to come.  The meeting
adjourned at about 4:30 p.m. – business concluded, but missing one of our favorite parts – that of actually
getting together with everyone.  We hope to see everyone next April – stay tuned! If you want to watch the full
meeting, you can find it on Joshua’s Trust YouTube channel.

by Nancy Silander
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created opportunities for interesting discussions with our neighbors.

Our property stewards, regional coordinators, and a handful of
volunteers are now several weeks into the process of returning our
trail systems to some degree of normalcy.  Our efforts have been
aided by other users who toss random sticks and brush off the trails
as they go – it all adds up and it’s all appreciated.  I expect it could be
a month or two before we’re back to full operational status.  In the
meantime, if you encounter a tree or other blockage of a trail that
you think needs attention, feel free to send an e-mail to
administration@joshuastrust.org and we’ll add it to the long list.

ISAIAS  (CONTINUED)

Storm damage blocking the trail at Allanach-
Wolf Woodlands.



Most people know by now just how important our pollinators are. They face a multitude of threats from
loss of habitat, to pesticides, to climate change and light pollution. With nearly 350 bee species in
Connecticut, we live in a place where we have a great opportunity to protect these precious creatures. One
way we can do that is by creating Pollinator Pathways. A Pollinator Pathway is a  corridor of public and
private properties that provide pesticide-free native plant habitat and nutrition for pollinators. More and
more towns in Connecticut are creating organized pollinator pathways. Joshua’s Trust has been working
with representatives from area towns to increase efforts to create pollinator-safe spaces. But, we need
your help to make our area a place where pollinators thrive. 

So how can you get involved? First, contact your town to see if there are any organized efforts already
underway to create Pollinator Pathways. If not, visit pollinator-pathway.com and follow their guide to
starting a Pollinator Pathway in your town. Don’t want to be a pioneer of a movement? That’s okay, you can
make changes in your own yard. Rethink your lawn. Can you make it smaller? Perhaps mow less? Plant
native plants? They will attract pollinators and increase biodiversity in your yard. Finally, avoid pesticides.
They really just aren’t great for anyone. 

We have a webinar coming up on September 23rd at 7:00 pm called “What Do Bees Need? Planting for
Pollinators in Connecticut” Learn about the diversity of native pollinators in Connecticut. Learn how you
can help protect these important insects.  Emily May, a Pollinator Conservation Specialist with the
Pesticide Program at the Xerces Society for Invertebrate Conservation, will speak about the importance
and diversity of native bees and how to make your yard or garden a sanctuary for bees, butterflies, and
other beneficial insects.We hope you will join us. If you can’t make it or you get the newsletter a little too
late, the webinar will be recorded and posted on Joshua's Trust’s YouTube channel. And as always, never
hesitate to reach out to us!
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ALL  THE  BUZZ  ON  POLLINATORS
by Kailyn Murphy

Pictures from Louise Washer of Pollinator Pathways



foraging for insects on summer evenings. These often-misunderstood animals are extremely beneficial to
forests and agriculture in North America, as even an average size colony of bats can consume over 1
million insect pests per year! Today, many backyard bat watchers have noticed a decrease in the number
of their bat visitors. Indeed, a number of North American hibernating bat species are severely declining
due to an invasive fungal species that causes White-nose Syndrome. Now more than ever, monitoring of
bat populations is needed.

One way wildlife biologists study bats is by acoustic monitoring. This technology allows us to record,
visualize and analyze bat echolocation calls. The unique signatures of the calls can help us distinguish
among the bat species that call Connecticut home. Join me for an evening of virtual bat acoustic
monitoring! During this interactive virtual experience, we will go bat acoustic monitoring and learn how it
works. Then participants will receive online resources to learn how to ID bat acoustics calls and
participate in a friendly bat acoustic call competition. We will close out the evening by getting to know
our local bat species and learn about their natural history. All are welcome. Join us October 9th at 7 pm
for a virtual bat walk. Register at joshuastrust.org/bat-walk. Resources

Kunz, T.H., Braun de Torrez, E.,
Bauer, D., Lobova, T. & Fleming,
T.H. (2011) Ecosystem services

provided by bats. Annals of the New
York Academy of Sciences, 1223,

1–38.2U.S.

Fish & Wildlife Service (2014) The
devastating disease of hibernating
bats in North America. Available at:
https://www.whitenosesyndrome.org

/sites/default/files/resource/white-
nose_fact_sheet_6-2014_1.pdf.

With all of us stuck at home on Friday evenings, there is
no better way to unwind from the week than to relax on
a warm night watching our volant, nocturnal friends
fluttering in the sky. Yes, you guessed it, I’m talking
about our backyard bats!

When I tell folks that I study bats, many recount fond
memories of seeing a number of bats in their backyards

LEARN  HOW  ACOUSTIC  MONITORING

REVEALS  BAT  BIODIVERSITY  IN  THE
NIGHT  SKY
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by Laura Cisneros

Dr. Cisneros demonstrating portable acoustic monitoring
technology that can be used by community scientists to

study local species.

A student monitors a local
bat house (pictured in the

top of the left picture)
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What Do Bees Need? Planting for Pollinators in Connecticut
Wednesday, September 23 at 7 PM

Register at joshuastrust.org/pollinator-webinar-rsvp

Bat Acoustic Monitoring
Friday, October 9 at 7 PM

Register at joshuastrust.org/bat-walk

All virtual events will be recorded and shared on our YouTube
channel for viewing after the event. 


